The G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) comprise a family of more than 800 cell surface receptors characterized by seven transmembrane (TM) segments, and are targeted by a large percentage of therapeutic agents[@b1]. The rapid growth of structural information about family A GPCRs from recently determined crystal structures of various members of this protein family[@b2][@b3][@b4] has strengthened the basis for understanding their functional mechanisms in a structural context.

A major inference from the crystallographic structures of different family A GPCRs is that they share key motifs for ligand binding and activation[@b2][@b5][@b6], and that these are generally consistent with results established from a long record of molecular-level studies employing site-directed mutagenesis and molecular modeling. In particular, the agreement pertains to the identity and putative functional role of the highly conserved sequence motifs (SM) determined from functional studies to constitute functional microdomains (FM) that mediate specific elements of the receptor activation mechanism[@b7], including the "arginine cage" around the conserved E/DRY motif in TM3, the NPxxY motif in TM7, the cluster of aromatic residues in TM6, and the amphiphilic "helix 8".

The structural specificity of the mechanistic understanding reflected in the identification of these SM/FMs underlying ligand-GPCR function is not yet matched by information regarding the determinant elements for the oligomerization of GPCR proteins in the plane of the lipid membrane, in spite of the abundant evidence that it significantly affects function[@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11][@b12][@b13]. Crystallographic data have been used to infer on some aspects of dimerization[@b14], and some detailed knowledge of the oligomerization interfaces has emerged[@b8][@b9][@b15], including the energetics of particular dimerization interfaces evaluated from computational simulations[@b7][@b16][@b17][@b18]. However, the mechanistic basis for GPCR oligomerization in a structural context remains unknown in spite of the ability to predict such interfaces from knowledge-based considerations[@b19]. With oligomerization being shown to affect the pharmacological readout of GPCRs[@b8], and its consequences being demonstrated to be physiologically important *in vitro* and *in vivo*[@b9][@b12][@b13], the absence of structure-based mechanistic insights about oligomerization is increasingly noticeable.

To address these mechanistic aspects, we present here the development of a structure-based understanding of the determinants for oligomerization interfaces in prototypical Class A GPCRs in the context of the membrane surrounding the GPCR monomers and oligomers. A key determinant of the mutual effects of proteins and the lipid environment is the hydrophobic mismatch[@b20], which was also suggested to affect the oligomerization of class-A GPCRs[@b21][@b22]. A major component of the hydrophobic mismatch energy emerges from the inability of membrane deformation around multi-helical membrane proteins, such as GPCRs, to alleviate fully the hydrophobic mismatch[@b23][@b24]. The energy penalty associated with this "residual hydrophobic mismatch" (RHM) is composed of specific local contributions that can be attributed to particular residues[@b23][@b25]. As the RHM can be reduced if the GPCRs oligomerize so as to prevent the exposure of the residues where the mismatch is not alleviated by membrane deformation, the mechanism for GPCR oligomerization in the membrane should depend on the energy cost from the RHM. To calculate the membrane deformation pattern and quantify the energy cost of hydrophobic mismatch, we employed in this study a recently developed approach, Continuum-Molecular Dynamics (CTMD), designed for multi-transmembrane segment (TM) proteins like GPCRs[@b23] (see brief description in Methods).

Here we demonstrate the role of the RHM as a mechanistically important component of GPCR oligomerization in a case study of β~2~AR oligomerization. From the molecular dynamics simulation of the spontaneous diffusion-reaction of this prototypical GPCR in the standard POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) lipid bilayer, we find that RHM at TMs 1,4, and 5 of the monomeric GPCR is substantially alleviated in the oligomeric arrays that emerge during the simulation. Analysis of these results in contrast to those for the highly homologous and structurally very similar β~1~AR, explains the role of particular residues in driving GPCR oligomerization in terms of the alleviation of RHM and underscores the mechanistic basis for the agreement with experimental findings for these receptors.

Results
=======

In the analysis of interactions between multi-TM proteins and the membranes surrounding them, the residual hydrophobic mismatch (RHM) at specific TMs, which cannot be alleviated by the remodeling of the membrane, was found to occur in regions in which polar and hydrophobic residues are adjacent on the surface[@b23][@b25]. The energy penalty associated with this RHM was shown to account for a large component of the energy cost of hydrophobic mismatch between such proteins and the membrane[@b23]. We reasoned that the demonstrated role of the lipid-protein interactions in GPCR oligomerization[@b21] may involve a reduction of the RHM following the elimination of key residues in such polar/non-polar adjacencies from the interaction with the membrane[@b7][@b23]. The attendant reduction in energy penalty achieved by the oligomerization would thus constitute an important component of the energy drive in the experimentally observed membrane-driven GPCR oligomerization[@b21]. Analysis of the simulation trajectories and the energetics of protein-membrane interactions are therefore used here to investigate whether the identification of the specific regions of the GPCR molecule that generate the largest energy drive may broadly define the oligomerization interface.

Oligomerization alleviates the energy cost of residual hydrophobic mismatch in β~2~AR
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A \~18 μs-long simulation trajectory was obtained for the spontaneous diffusion-interaction of nine β~2~AR molecules in a model POPC lipid bilayer at a lipid/protein ratio of \~110:1. The coarse-grained MD (CGMD) simulation with the MARTINI force field was carried out along the lines of previously described simulations of rhodopsin oligomerization[@b22] (see Methods for further details). The RHM was quantified as described previously[@b23] in the dynamically emerging oligomeric arrays of β~2~AR, which were seen to remain stably associated within the simulation time scales and to maintain their specific oligomerization interfaces. Indeed, the interfaces identified here as "stable" persisted over the last several microseconds (\>3 μs) of the simulation, and [Figure 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the oligomeric array in the final snapshot of the simulation. To follow how the system evolved to form these oligomeric arrays in the dynamics simulations, [Figure 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} quantifies the number (N) of GPCRs that have at least one interaction partner over the course of the simulation. During the first 8--9 μs, N is seen to increase gradually to a constant value, as the nine GPCRs associate in the plane of the membrane. However, this "stable" state was reached after frequent transitions between different values of N, as indicated by the high density of the vertical lines in [Figure 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. Thus, the GPCRs associate and dissociate multiple times locally, en route to forming the oligomeric arrays shown in [Figure 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}.

Even when a protomer maintained a continuous interaction with another GPCR, it was seen to explore locally different interfaces in highly transient interactions (see [Supplementary Movie S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) before forming the interface identified as "stable" according to the defined criteria, and shown in [Figure 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. Notably, this organization was achieved from an initial array in which the protomers were positioned equidistantly, and in mutual orientations that had no preference whatsoever for the eventual pattern of oligomerization interfaces ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is noteworthy that the extended oligomeric architectures as seen in [Figure 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"} have been observed experimentally for GPCRs, e.g., in AFM studies of rhodopsin[@b17][@b26], and in a recent crystallographic study of ligand-free β~1~AR[@b27]. The β~2~AR oligomers observed here involve typical interfaces[@b8][@b9][@b17][@b18][@b26][@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30], such as TM1-TM1, TM4/5, and TM5-TM5 ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}; also see the snapshots in [Fig. 2b--d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). These interfaces also include residues from neighboring TMs, e.g., the IC end of TM3 in TM4/5 interface (shown in the snapshot in [Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).

A heatmap of the relative frequencies of interaction for the different β~2~AR residues over the last 1.4 μs of the simulation is shown in [Figure 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"} superimposed on the molecular structure. Residues in TM1, TM4-TM5, Extracellular (EC) end of TM6, Intracellular (IC) end of TM3, and ICL2 are seen in the heatmap of [Figure 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"} to appear more frequently in interfacial interactions (red, white, and light blue colors) compared to the other regions of the GPCR (deep blue in the heatmap). This indicates that the early local exploration of dimerization interfaces and neighboring residues is followed by the stabilization of interactions in specific regions of the protein so as to generate the spontaneously evolved, preferred oligomerization interfaces.

While these observations agree with a wealth of prior biophysical data suggesting that oligomerization brings together specific regions of the GPCRs[@b8][@b9][@b17][@b26][@b27][@b28][@b30], it was not possible to establish from the previous data why these specific regions constituted preferred interfaces. Such a quantitative understanding of the mechanism of interface stabilization was obtained from our analysis focusing on the interaction of the residues with the surrounding membrane in the spontaneous aggregation simulations, as described below. In particular, we quantified the extent to which membrane deformations achieve hydrophobic matching in the TM-bundle, and identified the significant reduction in RHM achieved through the formation of the observed oligomerization interfaces.

The calculation of RHM in the various configurations of the oligomeric array was based on quantification of the exposed surface area SA~res,i~ of the individual residues participating in unfavorable hydrophobic-polar interaction[@b23], as detailed in the Methods. As described before[@b23], the energy cost of the RHM (exposing polar residues to the hydrophobic core of the membrane, and hydrophobic residues to the polar environment) is calculated from the corresponding SA~res,i~ according to equation (1) in Methods. To quantify the change in RHM due to oligomerization, we calculated for each TM the time-averaged RHM per protomer in the trajectory until the first protein-protein interaction occurs, and compared it to the time-averaged RHM per protomer in the stable oligomeric arrays of the last 1.4 μs (see Methods for details). As shown in [Figure 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, the RHM in the group of TMs (TM1, TM4, and TM5) that had the largest RHM in the monomer, is indeed much lower in the oligomeric arrays. The total difference is substantial, \~10 kT (where k is the Boltzmann constant; T is temperature), suggesting that the improved hydrophobic matching to their surrounding membrane environment that is achieved by the β~2~AR molecules in the oligomeric arrays involving all three TMs (1, 4 and 5), is an important factor in the oligomerization. Note that the alleviation of RHM in the stable oligomeric arrays is robust in the course of the simulation (the RHM differs by \<0.2 kT at each TM, and by \~0.3 kT in the entire TM-bundle when calculated from the preceding 1.4 μs of the simulation - see [Supplementary Figure S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). While the energetics of oligomeric interactions had been suggested to involve specific protein-protein interactions[@b17], data from FRET experiments and computational studies indicate that hydrophobic mismatch modulates GPCR oligomerization[@b21][@b22]. The present quantitative results show that it is the incomplete hydrophobic matching at specific residues in the monomer, the RHM, that provides an energetically important drive for such spatial organization.

While GPCR oligomerization interfaces can involve many residues ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, see also[@b8]), our calculations reveal the key role of specific regions. Thus, the energy gain of \~10 kT from the reduced RHM is due to a relatively small number of residues: D1.28, E1.29, F1.60, N4.40, Q4.62, Q5.63, and E7.33 (generic numbering according to Ballesteros-Weinstein[@b36]). It is noteworthy that the reduction in RHM occurs at regions that are diametrically opposite on the molecular circumference. This is essential for the formation of higher-order oligomers ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), which has been shown experimentally to occur for β~2~AR in both model and cell membranes[@b28][@b31].

The change in the RHM upon oligomerization depends not only on the removal of key residues from interaction with the membrane, but also on the distinct membrane deformation profile around oligomers, which differs from that around monomers. To understand the impact of these changes we quantified the time-averaged membrane deformations around each protomer in the two oligomeric arrays described above in [Figure 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, over the last 2.8 μs of the trajectory. The stable oligomeric arrays were found to elicit a robust membrane response with a pattern that is sustained in the course of the simulation. Specifically, the pattern of membrane thinning and thickening around each protomer is very similar in two consecutive 1.4 μs segments of the last 2.8 μs simulation (cf. the two panels of [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The change in membrane deformation profile with the formation of tightly packed oligomers is illustrated for the systems in [Figure 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} showing two TM1-TM1 dimeric interfaces, one with much closer packing of the protomers ([Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) than the other ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Note that in [Figure 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} the β~2~AR protomer is positioned at one end of the tetrameric array, away from its dimerization partner, so that only a small extracellular part of its TM1 is involved in the dimerization interface. Around this protomer, the membrane is thicker between TM4 and TM5, similar to the red (thick) region around a β~2~AR monomer on the same 38 Å to 48 Å scale of thickness (see below, in the sub-section comparing β~2~AR and β~1~AR). This local thickening is adjacent to regions of local thinning and substantiates the robustness of the membrane deformation pattern which is calculated to be the same for corresponding protomers, or oligomers, when calculated in different circumstances.

At one end of an oligmeric array formed in the simulation, we observe dimerization of the β~2~AR protomer by means of TM1 to be more closely packed so that the interaction involves both TM1 and H8 ([Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Here too, we find local thickening between TM4 and TM5 at the free end of the protomer, but the overall membrane thickness profile around this protomer has considerably less membrane thinning adjacent to the membrane thickening when compared to the case of the loosely dimerizing protomer ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), and to the monomer, as illustrated below.

Cholesterol and the residual hydrophobic mismatch of β~2~AR monomers
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Because RHM was previously found to depend on the lipid composition[@b23], and cholesterol content of the cell membrane is known to be an important modulator of protein function[@b32][@b33], we evaluated the extent of hydrophobic matching by membrane deformations in β~2~AR embedded in a POPC bilayer with added 10% Chol. [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the RHM in the TM-bundle of β~2~AR in a POPC/10% Chol lipid bilayer (blue bars in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), and reveals that in the presence of cholesterol, just as in the membranes not containing it, the large RHM occurs at TM1, TM4, and TM5 of the monomer (red bars in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, dimerization in this Chol-containing lipid composition is expected to occur at both the TM1 and the TM4/5 side of the GPCR, just as in the absence of the cholesterol. The total energy cost due to RHM in POPC/10% Chol, \~29--30 kT, is comparable to the corresponding energy cost per protomer in POPC before the formation of oligomeric contacts ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}).

The residual hydrophobic mismatch is significantly different for β~2~AR and β~1~AR in spite of their similarity in sequence and structure
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

β~2~AR shares 67% sequence identity in the TM-bundle with β~1~AR, and the crystal structures of the two GPCRs are very similar[@b3][@b5]. Yet in spite of the similarity in sequence and structure, β~2~AR has been shown to differ from β~1~AR in terms of oligomerization[@b31][@b34], and localization in the cell membrane[@b35]. In particular, β~2~AR has been shown to form more stable/extensive oligomers than β~1~AR[@b34], and to form higher order oligomers[@b28][@b31], whereas β~1~AR organization was suggested to comprise mainly dimers[@b31]. As RHM was demonstrated to be a mechanistically important component of lipid-protein interactions ([Figs. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), we reasoned that the different spatial organization patterns of these two very similar GPCRs in the membrane may reflect differences in RHM due to small, localized differences in the residues at interfaces with the membrane.

Following the same protocol used for β~2~AR in the Chol-containing membrane, the RHM was calculated in CGMD simulations of β~1~AR monomers in the POPC/10% Chol membrane. [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} presents the results for β~1~AR and compares them with the RHM for β~2~AR in the identical lipid composition. The remarkable difference is that almost no RHM occurs at TM4 and TM5 of β~1~AR (green bars, [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), and the RHM in β~1~AR monomer is localized to TM1.

The prediction from this pattern of RHM in the β~1~AR monomer is that dimerization with a TM1-TM1 interface will achieve a significant reduction of RHM energy penalty, but that unlike the case for β~2~AR, TM5 and TM4 interfaces would not produce such energy drive. This was probed by simulating β~1~AR dimers with a TM1-TM1 interface, and comparing the resulting RHM to that in a control simulation of a dimer with a typical interface that is distant to TM1, viz. a TM5-TM5 interface. To assess the sensitivity of the calculations to the difference we highlighted between β~1~AR and β~2~AR, these simulations were started with a β~1~AR dimer configuration obtained by aligning a pair of β~1~AR protomers to a pair of β~2~AR protomers forming either a TM1-TM1 interface, or a TM5-TM5 interface, in the simulated system shown in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} above. All β~1~AR dimers were embedded in the same POPC membrane model used for the β~2~AR oligomerization simulation. Each simulation was performed for 2 microseconds, and time-averaged RHM were calculated over the last 1 μs. The results show that with the formation of the TM1-TM1 interface, the average RHM per protomer is reduced to \~7 kT from the RHM calculated to be \~22 kT at TM1 for the β~1~AR dimer with the TM5-TM5 interface, or the β~1~AR monomer. Thus, the reduction of RHM in β~1~AR occurs for the TM1-TM1 interface, but not for the TM5-TM5 interface.

To allow additional freedom in forming the dimerization interface on the timescale of these simulations, two additional simulation were conducted by starting out with the protomers facing each other either in the TM1 region, or the TM4/5 region respectively, but allowing for the presence of lipids between the protomers (see [Fig. S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The resulting RHM at TM1 is \~3 kT per monomer for the TM1-TM1 interface thus formed, which is even smaller than the \~6 kT for the preformed dimer with the TM1-TM1 interface. On the other hand, the RHM at TM1 remains close to \~22 kT for protomers apposed at the TM 4/5 region. The RHM at all other TMs is \~0 kT in all cases (see [Table S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), showing that the dimerization drive is as predicted from the RHM and is not complicated by changes in RHM at other TMs. Although a complete spontaneous sampling of dimerization interfaces is well beyond the scope of even such coarse-grained simulations[@b17], the results show that the pattern of RHM in the β~1~AR monomer contributes an energetically significant component to dimerization only at TM1, and the CGMD simulations reflect the differences between the β~1~AR and β~2~AR indicated by the RHM calculations.

Taken together, the above results agree well with the observation that β~1~AR forms mainly dimers[@b31], which are predicted from the RHM to involve a TM1-TM1 interface. For β~2~AR, however, both the RHM and the simulation of diffusion-interaction in the POPC membrane bilayers suggest the formation of oligomers. The oligomerization pattern observed in the time scale of the simulation ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), is thus consistent with the evidence that the β~2~AR forms ordered oligomers with different interfaces[@b28][@b31]. This agreement between the calculated and experimentally determined differences in the oligomerization patterns of the two highly similar GPCRs not only substantiates the importance of the RHM in the oligomerization mechanism, but indicates as well the high sensitivity of this quantity as a predictor of spatial organization in the membrane. It is also noteworthy that for the β~2~AR monomer, the total energy cost we calculate due to RHM is larger by \~5 kT than for the β~1~AR monomer, which is further consistent with experimental observations of the more extensive/stable oligomerization of β~2~AR, compared to β~1~AR[@b34].

Given the importance of the RHM in the oligomerization, we focused on the large difference in the RHM observed for TM4 and TM5 of β~2~AR, but not β~1~AR, to identify the structure-based mechanism for the difference in the ability of membrane deformations to alleviate hydrophobic mismatch for these GPCRs. The reason for this difference is suggested by the observation that the RHM is significantly large when polar membrane-facing residues are immediately adjacent to hydrophobic residues in the TM-bundle of multi-TM proteins, so that the membrane is unable to match the properties of both residues with the same rearrangement[@b25]. Indeed, for β~2~AR in POPC/10% Chol we find such a structural context for the residues that remain exposed to the mismatched environment in TMs 4 and 5 ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The polar residues Q170^4.62^ and N148^4.40^ in TM4, and Q197^5.36^ and Q224^5.63^ in TM5 are all parts of polar-hydrophobic adjacency. For example, the polar residue Q170^4.62^ of β~2~AR is sandwiched, at the same level in the membrane, between two hydrophobic residues, F104^3.22^ and M171. [Figure 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the situation of these four residues in detail.

In contrast, in β~1~AR, the corresponding residues in positions 4.40 and 4.62 of TM4 are non-polar (Ala and Leu), whereas in β~2~AR they are polar (Asn and Gln) ([Fig. 4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). In both β~1~AR and β~2~AR, the residues at positions 5.36 and 5.63 of TM5 are polar, but different: in β~1~AR they are Arg, whereas in β~2~AR they are Gln. This is an important difference because the longer Arg is known to be able to better accommodate hydrophobic mismatch by means of snorkeling[@b37], and does so as well in our simulations.

Discussion
==========

GPCRs have long been considered to function as monomeric units, but the functional unit is now widely considered to involve dimers or indeed oligomers. Much experimental evidence suggests that family A GPCRs spontaneously undergo association and dissociation in the membrane[@b38][@b39][@b40][@b41], and the analysis here identifies important contributions to the energetics of such spatial organization of the GPCRs.

Although rhodopsin and β~2~AR can efficiently activate downstream G-protein even as a monomer[@b42], these receptors and several other members of family A GPCRs have been demonstrated with a number of experimental approaches to form dimers or higher-order oligomers in the membrane environment[@b26][@b34][@b38][@b41][@b43]. In particular, the dimerization interface has emerged as critical to the functional properties, by being ligand-sensitive[@b8][@b28] and by modulating communication between functionally asymmetric protomers in the di-/oligomeric complex[@b9][@b10]. Ligand-GPCR interactions are typically investigated with reference to structural motifs and the SM/FM that have been shown to mediate activation[@b7], but one of the reasons making it more difficult to identify the key structural elements underlying the mechanism of GPCR oligomerization is that the interfaces usually involve a large number of residues, and the total surface area buried in the dimeric interface *per se* is not indicative of the strength of dimerization[@b17]. The role of the protein-membrane interaction and reduction of RHM in the spatial organization of GPCRs, as described here, clarifies in a structure-based quantitative manner some key elements in the mechanism of dimerization and oligomerization. Thus, the quantitative analysis of hydrophobic matching in the spontaneous oligomerization of β~2~AR in the membrane demonstrates that the large RHM, which occurs at sites where polar and hydrophobic membrane-facing residues are adjacent in the GPCR structure, contributes significantly to the mechanism of GPCR oligomerization. We had previously shown that in multi-TM proteins such adjacencies constrain the ability of membrane deformation to achieve complete hydrophobic matching, thus generating local RHM[@b23][@b25]. In fact, for multi-TM proteins with radially asymmetric hydrophobic surface, it has been demonstrated that RHM can occur even if the average hydrophobic thickness of the protein is well-matched to that of the lipid environment[@b25]. The results described here illustrate the underlying mechanism, and its consequences for the formation of oligomers, with the case of the β~2~AR.

We showed that the structure of monomeric β~2~AR (but not of the highly homologous β~1~AR) leaves specific residues of TM4 and TM5 exposed in spite of membrane deformation aimed at reducing hydrophobic mismatch, which produces the corresponding energy penalty. In the β~2~AR, the unfavorable exposure occurs as well in TM1, and because the RHM is eliminated (or significantly reduced) when monomers come together, oligomeric arrays are formed (from interactions at both the TM4,5 interface and the antipodal TM1 interface), and these remain stable within the timescale of the simulation. The oligomerization involves an energy gain from the alleviation of RHM which we evaluated to be \~10 kT for β~2~AR in POPC. Notably, the extent and pattern of RHM has been shown to depend on the lipid composition[@b23], and this may explain differences in functional properties of GPCRs in different cells or different membrane environments in the same cell, but for β~2~AR we showed here that the presence of 10% cholesterol with POPC lipid does not produce significant changes in the oligomerization pattern.

While the relation between reduction of RHM and oligomer formation is demonstrated here for the prototypical GPCR β~2~AR, this is likely to be a common feature in family A GPCRs. Indeed, a large RHM was found here in the β~1~AR monomer as well, and previously for rhodopsin and the serotonin 5HT~2A~ receptor[@b7][@b23]. But the RHM depends on the particular GPCR conformation, and different patterns of RHM can occur, as illustrated here even for the highly homologous β~1~AR and β~2~AR, when conformational changes modify the adjacency of membrane-facing polar and hydrophobic residues. Indeed, we found that in the structurally very similar β~1~AR, where only TM1 exhibits a high RHM, the corresponding energy gain is limited to the formation of TM1-TM1 interfaces, suggesting a membrane-driven preference for spatial organization as dimers rather than the oligomers we observed for β~2~AR.

As noted in the Results, we obtained support for the underlying mechanistic hypotheses concerning the nature of the energy that drives dimerization, from the agreement with available experimental data on (i)-spontaneous oligomerization of family A GPCRs in the membrane[@b28][@b44][@b45], (ii)-the identified oligomerization interfaces[@b8][@b26], and (iii)-the observed differences in oligomerization between β~1~AR and β~2~AR[@b31][@b34]. Furthermore, our findings explain the available detailed knowledge regarding the nature and identity of oligomerization interfaces[@b8][@b9]. The insights produced by the present analysis complement the data regarding interaction energies calculated at particular dimerization interfaces from biased MD simulations[@b17][@b18][@b29] with a mechanistic explanation for the identity and nature of residues driving the oligomerization.

Together, these insights produce an initial mechanistic understanding of the structural elements underlying GPCR-GPCR interactions in the plane of the membrane, akin to the understanding offered by the SM/FMs[@b7] regarding the mechanisms and outcomes of GPCR-ligand interactions. In particular, the specific identification of residues involved in the RHM offers a practical and informative approach to the validation of conclusions from this type of calculations regarding both dimerization/oligomerization propensities, and the predicted interfaces, by suggesting specific mutations that would affect them. These inferences and predictions offer as well a defined structural basis for mechanistic investigations, e.g., of ligand-induced changes in the extent and/or dimerization interface of GPCR oligomerization[@b7][@b8][@b46] by performing mutational studies.

For the reasons illustrated here, the extent and pattern of RHM in the monomer may change in different lipid environments even for the same receptor[@b23], so that the energy drive from RHM towards oligomerization may depend on the lipid composition. Significant differences in oligomerization were indeed found for rhodopsin in membranes of different hydrophobic thickness[@b21][@b22]. In the cell membrane, the alleviation of RHM may thus conceivably occur by partioning into, or out of, raft-like nanodomains, in additon to homo-oligomerization and also hetero-oligomerization. Therefore, the quantitative understanding of the structural elements underlying the mechanistic role of lipid-GPCR interactions demonstrated here, should allow us to utilize the rapidly increasing structural information about GPCRs from X-ray crystallography to enhance our mechanistic understanding of how GPCRs organize in the cell membrane.

Methods
=======

To quantify the energetics of hydrophobic mismatch between the GPCR and the lipid bilayer we applied throughout the recently described Continuum-Molecular Dynamics (CTMD) hybrid approach[@b23]. In this approach, the key issue of the radial asymmetry of the GPCR-membrane interface is treated by using the results of the MD simulation of the system in combination with continuum representations, as described below.

Energetics of membrane-protein interactions
-------------------------------------------

The two components of the energy penalty due to hydrophobic mismatch are the penalties for the RHM (i.e., hydrophobic mismatch unalleviated by the deformed membrane), and for membrane deformation.

Residual hydrophobic mismatch (RHM)
-----------------------------------

Let *SA~res,i~* be the surface area of the ith residue participating in unfavorable hydrophobic-polar interactions (RHM). It is calculated in terms of the residue-specific solvent accessible surface areas (SASA), as follows:

Let SA~mem,i~ = SASA with the solute comprising the protein and the hydrophobic core of lipid bilayer (C2-C2); let SA~prot,i~ = SASA with the solute comprising the protein only.

Then, for hydrophobic residues, the RHM is SA~mem,i~, i.e., the part of the residue that is exposed outside the hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer. Interfacial Trp is not penalized as it is favorable for the Trp to be located at the interface[@b47].

For polar residues, the RHM is computed as *SA~res,i~* = SA~prot,i~ − SA~mem,i~, i.e., the part of the residue that is exposed on the surface of the protein, but is not exposed outside of the hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer. Arg and Lys located close to the membrane headgroups are not penalized as they alleviate hydrophobic mismatch by means of snorkeling[@b37]. Ser and Thr are not penalized as their polar parts form H-bonds with the helix backbone of the protein[@b48].

The corresponding energy penalty is taken to be directly proportional to *SA~res,i~*, and the energy penalty at the Nth TM (N = 1 to 7) is given by where the constant of proportionality is taken to be 0.028 kcal/(mol. Å^2^)[@b49], and N~TM~ is the number of membrane-exposed residues in the TM.

The solvent accessibilities (SASA) are computed from cognate coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CGMD) simulations (described below), with a probe radius of 5.2 Å (as done for MARTINI simulations[@b22]), and using the g_sas utility of the GROMACS software[@b50].

The residue-wise comparison of the RHM in β~1~AR and β~2~AR is done on the basis of their structure-based sequence comparison (see the report on the β~1~AR crystal structure[@b5]).

Membrane deformation
--------------------

The membrane deformation is described in terms of the local bilayer thickness d(x,y) and the corresponding membrane deformation , where d~0~ is the bulk thickness of the bilayer away from the protein. To calculate d(x,y) around a protein from a MD trajectory, the trajectory is centered at that protein and the time-averaged d(x,y) is computed by fitting a 2 Å \* 2 Å rectangular grid to the Phosphate beads over the course of the trajectory, followed by spatial smoothing. Complete details of this procedure are available in the original description of the approach and its application[@b23]. In addition, a web accessible stand-alone software, the CTMDapp, is available at memprotein.org/resources/servers-and-software, to quantify with CTMD the u(x,y) variable as well as the energy cost of membrane deformation (described below).

In the continuum framework of the CTMD method, the membrane is treated as an elastic continuum, with the energy cost of deformation taken to be the sum of the compression-extension, splay-distortion, and surface tension components[@b51][@b52]. The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation is solved without the assumption of radial symmetry to obtain u(x,y) and with specific boundary conditions on the protein-membrane boundary from the cognate MD simulations, as described in complete detail in the original reference[@b23]. The elastic constants for POPC/10% Chol were taken to have typical values for such a lipid composition, K~a~ = 230 mN/m[@b53], K~c~ = 0.9 \* 10^−19^ J[@b53], α = 3\*10^−3^ N/Å[@b23]. The monolayer spontaneous curvature C~0~ = −0.004 Å^−1^ was calculated by taking the weighted sum of the spontaneous curvatures of individual components, weighted by their molar fractions[@b32][@b54]. The spontaneous curvature of cholesterol was taken as −0.04 Å^−1^ from Ref. [@b54], and that of POPC as 0[@b46]. The solution to the Euler-Lagrange equation provides the energy cost of the membrane deformation, which we compute here for the simulations of the monomeric GPCRs.

The energy cost of membrane deformation was computed here for the numerically tractable case of monomeric simulations and not for the oligomeric simulation, as it was found to be similarly small for the monomeric B1AR and B2AR (\<2 kT), compared to the \~10 kT gain from the alleviation of RHM on oligomerization of B2AR.

Molecular dynamics simulations
------------------------------

The necessary molecular-level information for the monomeric beta-adrenergic receptors was obtained from cognate CGMD simulations[@b29] with the MARTINI force field[@b22][@b56], using the GROMACS software[@b57] and starting from molecular models based on available X-ray structures. The Martini force field has been used successfully for CGMD simulations of a number of membranes and membrane-protein systems, including the study of rhodopsin oligomerization[@b17][@b22], and the hydrophobic mismatch between rhodopsin and lipidic cubic phase in the context of GPCR crystallization conditions[@b58]. It proved to be particularly well suited for the study of processes involving hydrophobic mismatch, comparing favorably to experiments and all-atom MD in terms of the partitioning of residues between water and hydrophobic media[@b56][@b59]. Of particular relevance to the comparison of β~1~AR and β~2~AR here (see [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), such CGMD simulations were shown to be sensitive to the effects of some small mutations in transmembrane helices (e.g., Leu to Ala) on the hydrophobic mismatch related phenotype[@b56], which are relevant to the type of differences in sequence between the βAR we compare. A known limitation of such CGMD simulations is that the assignment of helical conformation to stretches of residues is constrained during the trajectory calculation so that the protein cannot adapt to hydrophobic mismatch by changes in its helical content. However, such adaptation has been reported to occur for GPCRs only under conditions of large mismatch between the GPCR and the bilayer[@b60], much larger than is the case of the systems we studied.

For the present work, the human β~1~AR was modeled with homology to the X-ray structure 2VT4 of turkey β~1~AR[@b5]. A model of the inactive β~2~AR was constructed based on the PDB entry 2RH1[@b6]. The missing segments were modeled using Rosetta[@b55]. Each of the monomer constructs for β~1~AR and β~2~AR, respectively, was embedded in a large patch of POPC/10%Chol lipid bilayer with a lipid/protein \~530:1. After an initial equilibration with an all-atom force field, the systems were simulated for at least 2 microsecond with the MARTINI force field[@b56], at constant volume, with restraints on the BAS particles, and with periodic boundary conditions. Further details on the protein constructs are available in ref. [@b29].

The MD simulations of the diffusion-interaction of β~2~AR molecules in the lipid bilayer were performed with a system of 9 β~2~AR molecules constructed from the starting structure obtained from the CGMD simulation of the monomeric β~2~AR based on the X-ray structure 2RH1 (see previous subsection). The model lipid bilayer was composed of POPC molecules. The number of proteins chosen corresponds to previously performed structural modeling of GPCR oligomers based on experimentally derived constraints[@b9]. A protein/lipid ratio of 1:110 was used, in line with the constructs studied in experiments and computations addressing the role of the membrane in GPCR oligomerization in the membrane[@b21][@b22]. The multi-GPCR system was simulated with constant temperature and pressure, periodic boundary conditions, and a time step of 30 fs.
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![Simulation of β~2~AR oligomerization.\
(a) Snapshot from the end of the simulation trajectory, showing the spontaneously evolved higher-order oligomers of β~2~AR. Note that the simulation cell has periodic boundaries. For the sake of clarity, the membrane is shown as green dots in the simulation cell only, and the water is not shown. The proteins are rendered in VdW representation. To indicate the orientation of the proteins in these arrays, specific parts of proteins are colored as follows: TM1 is rendered in purple, TM4 in red, TM5 in blue, TM6 in yellow and the rest of the protein in silver color. The oligomeric arrays emerging from the simulations are found to involve the typical interfaces such as TM1-TM1, TM5-TM5, and TM4/5 interfaces. (b) Evolution of the number of GPCRs participating in protein-protein interactions over the 18 μs time course of the simulation. A GPCR is designated as interacting if any of its residues is within a cutoff distance of 5 Å from any other GPCR. The plot is densely populated with vertical lines during the first \~8 μs, which shows that the number of interacting GPCRs changes frequently during this time period. This indicates multiple binding-unbinding events (also seen in [Supplementary Movie S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After \~8 μs of such binding-unbinding events, all GPCRs interact continuously. (c) The relative frequency with which the different regions of the protein participate in protein-protein interactions during the last 1.4 μs, shown in a color-coded heatmap projected onto a X-ray structure of β~2~AR (PDB 2RH1[@b6]). Light blue, white, and red colors indicate regions involved in protein-protein interactions, but most of protein is colored in the deep blue which identifies regions are not involved in frequent oligomerization contacts during the simulation. The heatmap is presented on three different views of the protein in order to show the entire protein surface. The total number of interactions for each residue is normalized to the maximum frequency of interactions for all residues during this time period.](srep02909-f1){#f1}

![Lipid-protein interactions in the oligomers.\
(a) The average energy cost of residual hydrophobic mismatch (RHM) for each TM of β~2~AR embedded in the POPC membrane bilayer, calculated for a protomer in the oligomeric arrays (in black), and compared to that calculated for the monomeric protein (in red). (b--d) Deformation of the membrane upon β~2~AR oligomerization. Two profiles are shown in (b), one calculated from the 1.4 μs segment of the trajectory (on the right), and the other from the preceding 1.4 μs segment of the trajectory (on the left); note the similarity which substantiates the robustness of the calculated membrane response observed in all cases. The time-averaged membrane thickness profiles are shown around a protomer that forms a loosely packed TM1-TM1 dimerization interface at one end of an oligomeric array, in (b); around a protomer that forms a tightly packed TM1/H8-TM1/H8 dimerization interface at one end of another oligomeric array, in (c), and around a protomer that interacts with two other GPCRs, forming both a TM1-TM1 interface and a TM5-TM5 interface, in (d). The interacting protomers are taken from simulation snapshots and shown in cartoon representation, with TM1 colored in purple, TM3 in cyan, TM4 in yellow, TM5 in tan, and other TMs in silver. H8 is shown in green color. The membrane deformations were quantified relative to the particular protomer in question, with the trajectory being centered at the protomer. These are shown as time-averaged surfaces composed of phosphate headgroups around the protein calculated on a 2 Å \* 2 Å grid, with the color scheme indicating membrane thickening (in red) and thinning (in blue).](srep02909-f2){#f2}

![Residual hydrophobic mismatch: β~2~AR in POPC vs. POPC/10% Cholesterol, and β~2~AR vs. β~1~AR.\
The average energy cost of residual hydrophobic mismatch (RHM) for each TM of a β~2~AR monomer embedded in POPC/10% Cholesterol bilayer (blue bars), compared to the results for the β~2~AR monomer in POPC without Cholesterol from [Figure 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} (red bars), and the highly homologous β~1~AR monomer in the same POPC/10% Cholesterol (green bars). The large RHM at the diametrically opposite regions of TM1 and TM4/TM5, observed for β~2~AR monomer in POPC, occurs as well in POPC/10% Cholesterol. Notably, this pattern is distinct from that in the β~1~AR monomer, where large RHM occurs only at TM1 but not at TM4/TM5. These differences are consonant with experimentally observed differences in the dimerization patterns of β~2~AR and β~1~AR, as described in the text.](srep02909-f3){#f3}

![The structural context of the incomplete hydrophobic matching observed in β~2~AR, but not in β~1~AR.\
(a) Time-averaged membrane deformations around β~1~AR and β~2~AR. A snapshot of the protein is shown, with the region of the protein where RHM occurs in β~2~AR, colored as follows: TM3 is in cyan, TM4 in yellow, and TM5 in tan colors; residues near the ends of the TMs are shown in VdW representation, and are colored according to hydrophobicity properties with hydrophobic residues in orange, and polar residues in purple. The membrane deformations are shown in terms of the time-averaged phosphate surface around the centered protein calculated on a 2 Å \* 2 Å grid, with the color scheme indicating membrane thickening (in red) and thinning (in blue). The membrane is seen to thicken (red) near the hydrophobic residues, and to become thinner (blue) in the region immediately adjacent to the polar residues. This shows that in order to alleviate completely the hydrophobic mismatch the membrane would have to become both thicker and thinner in closely neighboring regions, which explains the incomplete hydrophobic matching in β~2~AR. (b) Neighborhoods of adjacent polar and hydrophobic residues at regions of incomplete hydrophobic matching in β~2~AR. Hydrophobic residues are shown in orange color and polar residues in purple. Q170^4.62^ is sandwiched, at the same level in the membrane, between F104^3.22^ and M171. At the other end of TM4, N148^4.40^ is in a polar group comprising K147^4.39^, N148^4.40^, K149^4.41^, R151^4.43^ that is similarly adjacent to the hydrophobic F132^3.52^ and Y133^3.51^. In TM5, Q197^5.36^ is adjacent to hydrophobic residues I298^6.60^ and V295^6.57^. Moreover, Q224^5.63^ is part of a group of polar residues, R221^5.60^ and K227, which is positioned next to a group of hydrophobic residues F132^3.52^ and Y133^3.51^. (c) Structure-based sequence alignment of β~1~AR[@b5] vs. β~2~AR for TM4 and TM5, with the loci where the two homologous GPCRs differ in terms of hydrophobic character indicated in bold lettering.](srep02909-f4){#f4}
